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Education Focused on 
Defense and Security Themes  






§  681 – Middle East, South Asia, Africa	

§  682 – Far East, Southeast Asia and the Pacific	

§  683 – Western Hemisphere	







§  685 – Civil-Military Relations	

§  688 – Strategic Studies	

§  691 – Homeland Security and Defense	

§  692 – Homeland Defense and Security (Hybrid program by CHDS)	

§  693 – Counterterrorism	

§  694 – PhD in Security Studies	
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UC Berkeley, 6 
University of Virginia, 4 
Stanford, 3 
MIT, 3 
UC Davis, 2 
University of Chicago, 2 
Tufts University, 1 
University of Toronto, 1 
London School of Economics, 1 
University of Michigan, 1 
University of Pennsylvania, 1 
University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 1 
University of Paris VIII, 1 
Yale University, 1 
King's College London, 1 
Oxford University, 1 
Harvard University, 1 
Columbia University, 1 
University of Southern 
California, 1 
Princeton University, 1 
Syracuse University, 1 
UC Riverside, 1 
University of Geneva, 1 
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NSA Security Studies Expertise 















State Capacity Development 







Number of Faculty 
6 
NSA Graduates (2014–2016) 



















































63 International Graduates   
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NSA Graduates per In-Residence Curricular Track 
June 2014 - March 2016 
•  299 students earned a master’s degree since the last curriculum review in 2014 
•  3 earned a Ph.D. since 2014.  
•  157 earned a master’s degree in the hybrid 692 Homeland Defense and Security track. 9 
NSA Certificates 
§  245 – Defense Planning Certificate (Int’l students only)	

§  246 – Regional Security Studies (Mideast, S. Asia, & Africa)	

§  247 - Regional Security Studies (East and Southeast Asia)	

§  248 - Regional Security Studies (Western Hemisphere)	

§  249 - Regional Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)	
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